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Satisfaction 
survey

Listen to vee

Ongoing knowledge of the level of customer satisfaction with the 
company is a key element to not only increase customer loyalty,  
plan measures to optimize service, but also plan and evaluate  
the sales process.

Information 
acquisition 63% more 
effective than text-based 
communication channels.

Serving single record vee provides:

Complete and scalable telco infrastructure, 
guaranteeing instant readiness for 
implementation of service.

Information acquisition 63% more effective 
than text-based communication channels.

Live supervision of conversations 
conducted by vee, ensuring 

professional service.

Deep understanding of business 
and experience backed by millions 
of conversations held/of conducted 
conversations.

Competent and friendly service, based 
on natural communication / Expert 
and friendly service, with a natural 

communication approach.

Best lead conversion rate among 
automatic call centers, often exceeding 
traditional CC.

Live view of process implementation, single 
record handling results and campaign 

analytics data.

Support with operation process throughout 
the period of cooperation.

Continuous improvement of process, 
ensuring constant development of service fit 

for ever-changing customer behavior and 
business environment.

$0.99per record
(+48) 532 660 566
center@vee.ai
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How vee works?

Passing records for service  
using vee’s panel,  
API or flat files

Launching the service  
using vee’s dialer

Consecutive  
call attempts

Conducting  
comprehensive  
conversation with vee

Marking each record  
with relevant status

Sharing in vee’s  
panel contact history  
with each record

Monitoring  
vee’s service

Generation of campaign 
execution report

Results of process implementation

Correct data imported
Record validation  
during import

Completion of the target  
number of call attempts

Reach

Conversation continuity

Obtaining complete information 

Rate of successful  
calls with the record

Comprehensive  
surveying

Comprehensive  
surveying

Automation  
of the process

What customers say about us

Generally the principle of operation,  
vee paraphrases, intentions, assumptions 
unchanged – you are the champions :)

I’m quick to report that a very decent 
HR came out of vee’s yesterday’s 
assignment of 2000 contacts!

The business partnership is 
working out nicely for us, so  
I would like to expand it.

Assistance, 
Quality and Customer Satisfaction Expert

Internet Payments, 
Internet Marketing Technology  
& Campaign Leader

Insurance Company, 
Senior Sales Development Specialist


